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FINAL COOK 180 meat sauce steam table 178

Bobby Tsatsaronis

Aubrie Welch

12/08/20222519 - Welch, Aubrie

(336) 703-3131

X

gyro FINAL COOK 172 mac and cheese steam table 165

steak FINAL COOK 211 mashed potatoes steam table 180

fried fish FINAL COOK 199 mixed vegetables hot hold on stoove 150

spaghetti COOLING at 1:25 44 slaw prep cooler (top) 38

spaghetti COOLING at 1:55 41 potato salad prep cooler (top) 41

salmon patty mix COOLING at 1:30 53 roast beef prep cooler (base) 32

salmon patty mix COOLING at 1:50 48 HB egg prep cooler (base) 40

lettuce just prepped - 1:35pm 58 baked potato bread drawer 178

lettuce cooled in walk-in freezer 32 ambinet air dressing cooler 32

shredded chicken walk-in cooler 31 cheesecake 2 door glass front 41

roast beef walk-in cooler 32 hot water prep sink 147

rice walk-in cooler 31 final rinse dish machine 166

lasagna walk-in cooler 40 Cl sanitizer spray bottles (ppm) 200

tuna salad 3 door cooler 36 Cl sanitizer sani bucket in kitchen (ppm) 200

cut canteloupe 3 door cooler 39 Cl sanitizer
sani bucket in servers alley
(ppm) 100

sliced tomato 3 door cooler 40

sauteed onions prep cooler drawer 32

sausage patty prep cooler drawer 38

ham prep cooler drawer 39

bobbytsatsa@yahoo.com



 

Comment Addendum to Inspection Report
Establishment Name:  CLEMMONS KITCHEN Establishment ID:  3034010078

Date:  11/29/2022  Time In:  1:20 PM  Time Out:  3:30 PM

Certifications
Name Certificate # Type Issue Date Expiration Date
Bobby Tsatsaronis Food Service 08/08/2026

Observations and Corrective Actions
Violations cited in this report must be corrected within the time frames below, or as stated in sections 8-405.11 of the food code.

15 3-302.11 Packaged and Unpackaged Food - Separation, Packaging, and Segregation (P) REPEAT. Bags of chicken in walk-in
freezer on top of pork. Food shall be protected from cross contamination by arranging each type of food in equipment so that
cross contamination of one type with another is prevented. Always store according to final cook temperature. This applies to
freezers also if food items are packaged in the establishment and do not arrive frozen. CDI - PIC rearranged. Foods in walk-in
cooler were stored properly.

16 4-601.11 (A) Equipment, Food-Contact Surfaces, Nonfood Contact Surfaces, and Utensils (P) REPEAT. Food debris on box
grater, several metal pans, slicer blade, baking pan, cuber cover, several metal lids. Equipment food contact surfaces shall be
clean to sight and touch. CDI - placed at dish machine for re-cleaning; overall improvement noted since previous inspection.

23 3-501.18 Ready-To-Eat Time / Temperature Control for Safety Food, Disposition (P) REPEAT. Hardboiled eggs in 3 prep cooler
dated 11/10, and exceeded the safe time limit to hold TCS foods - they may be held a maximum of 7 days including day of
prep/opening. CDI - discarded.

40 2-304.11 Clean Condition - Outer Clothing (C) Employees taking out trash were wearing aprons. Food employees shall wear
clean outer clothing to prevent contamination of foo, equipment, utensils, linens, and single-service and single-use articles. CDI -
education; PIC instructed employees to remove aprons.

42 3-302.15 Washing Fruits and Vegetables (C) Peeled/partially cut onions with onion skins/debris. Container of blueberries in 3
door cooler on same shelf with ready to eat produce had not been washed. Raw fruits and vegetables shall be thoroughly
washed in water to remove soil and other contaminants before being cut, combined with other ingredients, cooked served, or
offered for human consumption in ready to eat form.

45 4-903.11 (A) and (C) Equipment, Utensils, Linens and Single-Service and Single-Use Articles - Storing (C) Plasticware
contacting cord of tablet for delivery service. Single service and single use articles shall be stored in a clean, dry location where
they are not exposed to splash, dust, or other contamination. CDI - cord relocated.

47 4-501.11 Good Repair and Proper Adjustment - Equipment (C) REPEAT. The prep cooler next to prep sink is in poor condition
with two missing handles, and is being supported by unapproved legs; bottom right drawer is loose. Unapproved leg on oven
(back left). Replace damaged handle on middle door of 3 door cooler. Rusted shelving in kitchen, dry storage, and inside
coolers. Recondition undersides of prep tables where they are rusted. Equipment shall be maintained in good repair. 
4-202.11 Food-Contact Surfaces - Cleanability (Pf) Chipped blade on slicer. Multiuse food contact surfaces shall be smooth; free
of breaks, open seams, cracks, chips inclusion, pits, and similar imperfections. VERIFICATION REQUIRED - please provide
invoice/proof of purchase for new slicer blade within 10 days, by Dec 8.
4-205.10 Food Equipment, Certification and Classification (C) Raw chicken was being stored in plastic "thank you" bags in the
walk-in freezer. These bags are not approved for use as food contact surfaces. Food equipment shall be used in accordance with
the manufacturer's intended use and certified or classified for sanitation by an ANSI-accredited certification program.

48 4-301.13 Drainboards (C) 2 pots on floor by 2 comp sink. Drainboards, utensil racks, or tables large enough to accommodate all
soiled and cleaned items that may accumulate during hours of operation shall be provided for necessary utensil holding before
cleaning and after sanitizing.

49 4-602.13 Nonfood Contact Surfaces (C) REPEAT. Cleaning is needed for equipment throughout, including but not limited to:
commonly touched areas like handles on equipment, inside refrigeration units including shelving, inside microwave above
breading station, sides of prep coolers. Nonfood contact surfaces shall be cleaned at a frequency necessary to preclude
accumulation of soil residues. Improvement noted since previous inspection.

55 6-201.11 Floors, Walls and Ceilings - Cleanability (C) Repeat - floor tiles damaged in areas throughout the kitchen, floor under
prep sink is bare concrete. Re-seal coved base to walls, such as behind handwash sink (also seal around metal plate). Wall
damage needs to be repaired, such as corner by swinging door to kitchen. Re-caulk hand sink to wall in employee restroom.
Ceiling grid is rusted in areas; in other areas, black paint is peeling from the grid. Re-seat loose ceiling tiles in kitchen and
replace damaged ceiling tiles in dry storage. Clean floor in walk-in freezer and assess for repairs. Floors, walls, ceilings shall be
smooth and easily cleanable. 
6-501.12 Cleaning, Frequency and Restrictions (C) Clean floor under equipment, along walls, in corners, esp. along cook
line/between equipment. Clean floor drains. Clean walls where splash is present, such as behind 2 comp sink. Physical facilities



shall be cleaned as often as necessary to keep them clean. Repeat.
6-501.114 Maintaining Premises, Unnecessary Items and Litter (C) Repeat - Unused bone saw should be removed from
establishment to facilitate cleaning. Unused items under back ramp should be removed from the premises. The premises shall
be free of items that are unnecessary to the operation or maintenance of the establishment such as equipment that is
nonfunctional or no longer used.


